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Gulen echoes the great teacher Rumi by telling is not to ignore the doctrine of causes, not to sit
around heedlessly waiting for God's favor, but rather to continously exert ourselves in order to
transform this broken world into a world of peace and justice, in accordance with the Will of God. He
neither denies reality by turning his back on modernity, nor does he fall into bitterness,
incomprehension and fury. His messeaage is essentially a message of peace and hope, a message
that is best conveyed in The Statue of Our Souls.
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M. Fethullah GÃ¼len GÃ¼len`s vision for the future is an inspiring hope, where peace and justice
are maintained in the world.This is a promise in the divine revelation for the "righteous," who are
expected to be the driving force in reaching this goal. Attaining this rank, however, requires that they
be ordained with certain qualifications and virtues as once manifested to the highest degree in
Islamic civilization. In this book, GÃ¼len reminds us of these virtues and shows the path that those
lofty souls have followed in the past, leaving behind exceptional models.

A scholar that combines science with faith, heart with soul, His book not only takes you to emarLd
hills of the hearts with revivals examples in Islamic civilazations but also underlines the pure and
crystal clear personalities of individuals. He envisions such a beautiful and peaceful world that every
one lives in serenity and peacefuly,and he imagines and draws the map of that world possible
through righteousness,clear intention and mind and trustworthy.Author defines subjects relating to

our daily lives such as tolarence, understanding each other through respect and
love,civilazation,ideal Generation, The World we long for,the world in the womb and other
interesting articles. is a one of the masterpieces of Gulen's early works will change readers
perspective and broaden the horizon,which I found myself in words and thoughts.
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